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NCAA TOURNAMENT
FINAL FOUR % NORTH CAROLINA VS. VILLANOVA % DETROIT % TODAY, 8:47 P.M. % CBS

’Nova fans
eager for
rematch

Before games, at halftime, you look at Ty and you’re like ‘Is this kid going to fall asleep?’ Then he makes a big
play, starts flexing and pounding his chest and you’re like ‘Where’d that come from?’ We definitely feed off that.
UNC senior Bobby Frasor on Ty Lawson

DETROIT — Here it is in
slo-mo.
Allan Ray on the left wing,
leaning, spinning on Melvin
Scott, driving toward the lane.
The CBS scoreboard in the
right corner shows “Vill 63,
UNC 66.”
The clock dips under 10
seconds.
As Ray maneuvers toward
the hoop, Rashad McCants
leaves his man to cut off his
path.
Ray picks up his dribble.
One step.
Perhaps a
second.
Ray floats
a shot into the
air.
A whistle.
The ball
drops through
the net.
DAN
A pause.
WIEDERER An entire
arena on hold.
It had been
awhile since Joe Fusco had
looked at the footage.
Maybe the 2004 Villanova
graduate had preferred to let
bygones be bygones. Maybe he
didn’t want to torture himself
by reliving the agony.
Whatever it was, he had
left well enough alone for the
better part of four years and
gone on with his life.
Until this week.
With his Wildcats headed
back to the Final Four for the
first time since he was 3 years
old and set to play North
Carolina in the second of
tonight’s two national semifinals
at Ford Field, Fusco’s curiosity
got the best of him.
He cued up the highlights
from the last meeting between
’Nova and UNC, watched the
replay and remembered all
the heartbreak.
Just a year out of college
then, Fusco remembers being
in Hoboken, N.J. and how he
had left a friend’s birthday
party to go to an adjacent bar
just to watch the game.
And he remembered that
whistle — that ridiculous,
unjust, improbable frickin’ call
— that had not only ruined his
night but had driven him to
tears.
He remembered returning
to that birthday party in a
crestfallen and incoherent
stupor.

AP photos

Ty Lawson is definitely a head-scratcher. But despite his quirks, he’s exactly what the Tar Heels need if they are going to win it all.

ANYTHING BUT

BORING

UNC’s star point guard Ty
Lawson is quite the enigma. On
game day, he’s fired up and the
life of the team. Off court, he
comes off as aloof and relaxed.

By Dan Wiederer % Staff writer

DETROIT — If you didn’t know
any better, you might have seen Ty
Lawson yawning in the North Carolina locker room Friday, listened
to him answer questions from the
Final Four media horde and
thought he was exhausted.
“I can’t wait for next week,”
Lawson said. “I need to sit back and
relax. As soon as school’s out, I’m
going to need a vacation — maybe
go to the Bahamas or something.”
If you didn’t know any better,
you might have seen Lawson tot-

tering through the Tar Heels’ open
practice as if he were auditioning
for a Hoveround commercial and
figured he needed at least 10 days
of rest to recharge.
But by now, 37 games into the
season with tonight’s Final Four
showdown against Villanova on the
docket, we all know better.
We’ve seen the Tar Heels star
point guard off the court in his most
relaxed and aloof state. And in the
last three weeks, we’ve seen Lawson
on the court with his competitive
fire burning hotter than ever.

The blinding drives into the
lane. The timely 3-pointers. The aggressive pounding of his chest.
“This is the NCAA tournament,”
Lawson said. “This is the most focused I’ve ever been in my life.
Last year we went out the wrong
way. This year, I know I have to
fire my teammates up and leave
nothing to chance.”
Yet when thinking about
tonight’s 8:47 p.m. tip-off, all Lawson really could think about was a
nap.
“That’s a long time to wait,” he

said. “But I love to sleep before
games. So I’ll probably do a lot of
that”

Feeding off the energy
Arguably the most brilliant
player in this NCAA tournament so
far, Lawson is certainly one of the
most interesting case studies in
domination.
Said teammate Bobby Frasor:
“Before games, at halftime, you
look at Ty and you’re like ‘Is this kid
going to fall asleep?’ Then he makes

See LAWSON, Page 6C

See WIEDERER, Page 6C

TODAY’S GAMES

INSIDE
More UNC coverage
% Breaking down today’s game
between the Tar Heels and the
Wildcats, Page 4C

Final Four Facts

The other half

% Ten things you should
know about the national
semifinals, Page 5C

% UConn and Michigan
State have overcome
distractions, Page 6C

% Michigan State (30-6) vs.
Connecticut (31-4), 6:07 p.m.
% Villanova (30-7) vs. North
Carolina (32-4), 8:47 p.m.

ON THE WEB
Keeping up with the action
% For live blogging and more from
the Final Four, please visit
acc.fayobserver.com

ICE BEARS 5, FIREANTZ 2

Knoxville strikes first in finals
! Vitek gets a hat trick
for the Ice Bears.
By Nick Gates
Special to the Observer

Photo by Amy Smotherman Burgess

Knoxville’s Kevin Swider, left, celebrates after scoring during
the Ice Bears’ 5-2 win over Fayetteville on Friday.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — That
punishing five-game semifinal
series against the Huntsville
Havoc didn’t take its toll on the
Knoxville Ice Bears. The scare
toughened the defending President’s Cup champions.
Knoxville’s Tim Vitek scored
an empty-net goal with 2:09 re-

maining for a hat trick and
goalie Kirk Irving displayed his
MVP playoff form of a year ago
as the Ice Bears started the
Southern Professional Hockey
League playoff finals with a 5-2
victory over the Fayetteville
FireAntz on Friday night.
Kevin Swider and B.J.
Pelkey also scored for the Ice
Bears. All-Star defenseman
Kevin Harris had three assists.
Game 2 is tonight in
Knoxville.
Vitek, who also had an assist,

doubled his goal total to six. He
expects the FireAntz to respond
like they did after dropping the
first game at Columbus. Fayetteville won the next game and
the series, three games to two.
“We need to know we’re going to get their best game and
we need to play our best,” Vitek
said.
Fayetteville coach Tommy
Stewart expects his team to
bring its ‘A’ game tonight, particularly Guy St. Vincent.

See ANTZ, Page 3C

SPHL FINALS
Fayetteville FireAntz
vs. Knoxville Ice Bears
% Game 1 — Ice Bears 5, Antz 2
% Game 2 — Today, at Knoxville,
7:30 p.m.
% Game 3 — April 10, at
Fayetteville, 7:35 p.m.
% Game 4 — April 11, at
Fayetteville, 7:35 p.m.
% Game 5 — April 12, at
Fayetteville*, 5 p.m
% Game 6 — April 14, at
Knoxville*, 7:30 p.m.
% Game 7 — April 16, at
Knoxville*, 7:30 p.m.
*- if necessary
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ON A MISSION IN MOTOWN
One of the favorites to win it all since last June, North Carolina has finally arrived at its final destination in
Detroit. The Tar Heels are hardly content with the tag of Final Four participant this season and want desperately
to be the last team standing Monday night. But to reach the national championship game they’ll have to go through
a feisty Villanova team that’s not intimidated by the history or prestige of its opponents. The Wildcats, after all,
have already eliminated UCLA, Duke and Pitt. Do they have another upset in them? Or is UNC simply too deep, too
balanced and too determined to be toppled now? Observer staff writer Dan Wiederer breaks down tonight’s game.
Villanova

UNC

Overall record

30-7

32-4

Points per game

77.0

90.0

Points allowed

66.9

72.1

FG percentage

.456

.483

3-point percentage

.359

.383

Free throw percentage

.753

.760

FG percentage defense .403

.413

3-point defense

.333

.343

Turnover margin

+1.9

+3.3

Rebounding margin

+4.9

+7.0

NORTH CAROLINA TAR HEELS
MOST PRESSING QUESTION
Can the Tar Heels handle the burden of being
the Final Four favorite?
Last season, UNC arrived at the Final Four as
one of four No. 1 seeds. This year, Villanova
and Michigan State have been stamped with the
“underdog” tag and even Connecticut, a No. 1
seed itself, is feeling like it’s survived its fair
share of adversity.
That leaves the Tar Heels as the perceived
“King of the Hill.”
“That’s part of being a North Carolina
basketball player,” Wayne Ellington said.
The unanimous No. 1 team before the
season and a popular pick to win it all for the
past five months, the Tar Heels have navigated
the road to the Final Four with great toughness
and grace.
They’ve overcome injuries, fought through the
mental drain of a few disappointing losses and
have continued to improve as a team. And right
now, they’re playing their best basketball yet.
PLAYER IN THE SPOTLIGHT
If All-American Tyler Hansbrough (above, right)
scores only eight points and manages to get up
only four shot attempts as he did against
Oklahoma, the Tar Heels will not see Monday
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night. Hansbrough doesn’t need to be the focal
point of UNC’s offensive attack tonight. But he
will need to be productive. And it’s worth noting
that he’s always been good at bouncing back.
In his previous three games this season after
he’s come off performances in which he scored
less than 12 points, Hansbrough has averaged
28.7 points on 71.1 percent shooting.
Equally important tonight will be the big
man’s ability to defend on the perimeter.
Hansbrough’s defensive quickness doesn’t always
get the credit it deserves. But it will be
challenged greatly against Villanova’s athletic
and versatile forwards.
WHY THE TAR HEELS WILL WIN
If the words “business trip” were used any
more in the North Carolina locker room, an
Office Depot endorsement might be appropriate.
Yeah, it’s getting cliché. But the Tar Heels
truly do appear to be here on business. They
are no longer interested in absorbing the extra
Final Four attention. They just desperately want
to be the last team standing.
Villanova’s versatility may give UNC a few
headaches. But as has been the case all
tournament long, the Heels have more depth
and more balance and have too many stars who
can carry the load.

Only four teams this season – Penn, Notre Dame,
Rutgers and Duke – had the chance to play both North
Carolina and Villanova. The Tar Heels and Wildcats
combined to post a 9-0 record in those games. Still, Blue
Devils assistant coach Chris Collins, right, has done
enough scouting of both teams recently to offer his
unique vantage point on tonight’s showdown in Detroit.
ACC basketball reporter Dan Wiederer caught up with
Collins this week to break down tonight’s national
semifinal. Here is what the Duke assistant had to say.
Don’t expect Villanova to be intimidated.
“I think we’re seeing a team that’s playing
with unbelievable confidence. They’ve peaked at
the right time. And the thing about them that
presents a lot of problems is that they always
put five guys on the floor who can all put it on
the floor, can all shoot the ball from 3, can all
drive. They have great toughness and they can
all shoot. That presents you with a whole lot of
problems on the defensive end because they’re
so versatile.”
Look for Villanova’s defense to present some
unique challenges against
the Tar Heels’ attack.
“Even though they don’t have the big bulking
centers or big guys that you would see with
great size, they’re a very tough-minded, physical
team defensively. I thought they really got into
our guys defensively on the perimeter. They
really jammed us and were very physical. And
with their ability, they can do a lot of switching.
Any on-ball screens, any plays you run with
screens, they do a lot of switching, which then
breaks it down where you have to make a lot of
one-on-one moves to beat their defense. And
they do a really good job of congesting the lane
so you can’t get all the way to the basket
against them. So in order to have success, you
have to shoot the ball well against them. That’s
the one thing they’re going to give up. And we
didn’t make shots and we weren’t able to get to
the basket.”
Keep an eye on the contagious swagger
of Villanova leaders Scottie Reynolds
and Dante Cunningham.
“Reynolds is a very confident guard. He’s not
a true point guard and he’s not a scoring guard.
He’s just a combo guard who loves the ball in
his hands. He’s always a very confident guy and
he makes big shots. But the biggest thing is if
he gets off to a good start, it usually leads to
him having a really big night. He’s the type of
guy who has put up a bunch of those 30-plus
point games, a couple 40-point games. And a

lot of that is usually predicated on whether he
can make his first couple shots. … I don’t think
he’s going to be knocked back by the stage.”
“Cunningham is a very impressive kid. He’s
strong. He has the ability to score in the post.
But he also has a very good face-up game. I
think that’s where he presents a lot of
mismatches. Because he plays center for them.
So against teams that are defending man-toman, you’re going to guard him with your center.
And he has the ability to pull you out and he
can make that face-up shot out to the 3-point
line. He can drive the ball. He runs well in
transition. And he can score well in the post. So
for college, he’s just a very dynamic and multidimensional scorer.”
Expect UNC guard Ty Lawson to continue
his tournament dominance.
“It used to be when he was a younger player
if you took away his transition opportunities,
suddenly he wasn’t as effective in the half-court
situations. But now that has become a strength
of his. He’s shooting the ball unbelievably well
from the perimeter. He used to be a guy where
you could give him a little ground because you
knew he was so fast off the dribble that you
wanted to keep him on the perimeter. Now you
have to get up on him because he’s become a
terrific 3-point shooter. It’s incredible.
Especially when you can’t really load up on
him with too many guys because who are you
going to play off of? It’s not like you can afford
to devote two guys to him because now all of a
sudden you’re leaving Wayne Ellington and you’re
leaving Danny Green. Lawson presents a lot of
problems from the outset. But his ability when
things get tight to just take over games has
been the X-factor all year.”
Get ready for the Tar Heels to win tonight
and again on Monday.
“If all the teams play at their top level this
weekend, I believe Carolina has the best team
and they’ll win it all.”

VILLANOVA WILDCATS
MOST PRESSING QUESTION
Will the Wildcats have the mental focus
needed to survive the glitz and hype of the
Final Four?
For a team that was picked to finish fifth in
the Big East in the preseason and at its peak
was just the fourth-highest ranked team in the
conference at No. 10 in late February and early
March, Villanova hasn’t had to deal with the
same glaring spotlight or the lofty expectations
that have stalked North Carolina this winter.
For the Wildcats, simply reaching the Final
Four gives their season a bright red stamp of
validation, which may have made it a little too
easy this week for players to revel in the grand
attention and become absorbed in the
extravagance of all that’s going on in Detroit. It’s
a common pitfall for first time visitors to the
Final Four. Just ask last year’s Tar Heels.
We should know within the first 10 minutes
of tonight’s game whether Villanova has come to
the Motor City with a champion’s focus or more
of a happy-to-be-here attitude.
PLAYER IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Villanova would not have made it here had it
not been for star guard Scottie Reynolds (above,
right), who overcame a shaky shooting night
against Pitt in the Elite Eight by firing in a

game-winning, last-second runner to give the
Wildcats their first Final Four trip in 24 years.
Quite simply, when Reynolds has the ball in
his hands, he is as dangerous a playmaker as
there is in this Final Four. With 103 career
starts, 1,603 points and 369 assists, Reynolds
gives the Wildcats offense some veteran
leadership and explosive pop. He’s also the only
player in school history who has had two 40point games in Big East play.
WHY THE WILDCATS WILL WIN
If you’ve been caught up in how dominant
North Carolina has been throughout this NCAA
tournament, then perhaps you’ve missed the
supremacy of a Villanova team that’s clearly
peaking at the perfect time. The Wildcats’ 78-76
Elite Eight upset of Pitt last weekend was their
second win this season over a Panthers squad
that spent three weeks at No. 1.
In the second round and Sweet 16, Villanova
pasted perennial powers UCLA and Duke by a
combined 43 points. Plus, the Wildcats have
the firepower to run-and-gun with UNC, often
spreading the floor with five players who can all
dribble, pass and shoot. If the Tar Heels’
defense is not sharp and Villanova’s shooters
gain confidence early, a monumental upset
could be there for the taking.

With a combined 1,732 career victories and 15 Final Four appearances between them, coaches Roy
Williams of North Carolina, Tom Izzo of Michigan State and Jim Calhoun of Connecticut have plenty of
credibility and wisdom. But up-and-comer Jay Wright of Villanova wants his seat at the table as well.
Before tonight’s games get under way, here’s what the Final Four coaches have to say.

Coach speak
TOM IZZO, MICHIGAN STATE
On how far the Spartans have come since a 98-63 loss to UNC
in Detroit in December…
“If we have to play Carolina again, they might beat us by 30 again. But in that setting, that day – to use every
excuse we can – we came off our Florida trip (at the Old Spice Classic) and played three games down there. We did
not have (Goran) Suton, did not have Delvon Roe much, and we didn’t play well, and they played very well. … That
is not something I’d lose sleep over every night, I can promise you that. When people say, ‘How can Michigan State
get to a Final Four? They lost by 30 to North Carolina.’ I don’t look at it that way. Roy is a great coach. But that
night I remember him saying to me, ‘You looked like you had no legs in the second half.’ And I would have had to
agree with him. But I think we would be better and will be better if given that opportunity again.”
JAY WRIGHT, VILLANOVA
On joining three coaching legends on
the Final Four stage…
“It’s very humbling. It’s a thrill. I’m
more a fan probably of the game and
of the coaches myself than I am of the
accolades that come with this. I told Jim
Calhoun I’ve watched his tapes. I went to watch him in
clinics. Tom Izzo is a guy I’ve talked to throughout my
career and learned from. Roy Williams, honestly to me
was like a god. Every time he said hello to me on the
road, was polite, knew my name, I was impressed. That’s
the truth.”

JIM CALHOUN, CONNECTICUT
On playing Michigan State tonight in Detroit…
“The fact that some of the memos here are coming out
in green, that tells you something. But I don’t think that
part of it is going to be a major problem.
True story. In 1998 (when playing UNC
in the Elite Eight in Greensboro) the
ushers were handing out blue and
white shakers – the ushers who were
employed for Greensboro. In 1998, we
lost to that great Carolina team with Vince
Carter, etcetera, but then won it all the next year. Once
the game begins, I don’t think it makes any difference.
We’ve got to play basketball.”

ROY WILLIAMS, UNC
On what reaching the Final Four does for a coach…
“There is no question in my mind that it does something for you. I can’t put a finger on it and
say it legitimizes everything. Because there are too many great coaches that have never gone to a
Final Four. I don’t want to say it puts you at a different level, because some of those great
coaches that have never been to the Final Four are still as high as you can possibly be. But in
saying all that, to the public, to the fans, to the recruits, there is a specialness about this because
the attention is so big at the Final Four. …There is definitely a different stamp of approval. People do perceive you a
little differently. It’s a fact. I go through the airport the first two years after 2005 and more people are yelling at me
than before 2005. And they’re saying good things. So there is something to it.”
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TEN THINGS TO KNOW

ABOUT THE FINAL FOUR
By Dan Wiederer % Staff writer

1

The dreariness of Detroit may be helping North Carolina’s focus.

et’s face it. Motown isn’t radiating with the same
buzz that San Antonio had a year ago. The
Lweather
is colder and rainier. The streets are quieter.
And the Tar Heels have been left, for the most part,
to dwell in their modest accommodations at the
Hilton Garden Inn downtown.
That may not be great for the photo albums.

2

But perhaps, it’s the best thing for this team’s
national championship hopes.
“When we first got to San Antonio, we were out,
walking around, seeing all the people,” said junior
forward Deon Thompson. “We’re definitely not doing
that here. It’s so cold and there’s not that much
to see. It’s just a lot of guys in their hotel rooms,

not out seeing the sights.”
Added senior Bobby Frasor: “It’s not 70 degrees.
There’s not a Riverwalk here where we can all go
and walk around and have people tell us how great
we are. We’re stuck in the hotel. And it’s not the
most extravagant hotel in the world. So this has
become more like a normal road trip for us.”

Not surprisingly, this is a Michigan State-centric party.
Friday afternoon’s open practices at Ford
AmosttField,
the Spartans no doubt had the
support with the stands seemingly
spray-painted in dark green.
A few blocks up the road, the Wayne
County building also has a gigantic banner
stretched across its front steps congratulating

3

Villanova is attempting to become the third team in history to beat both Duke and UNC in the same NCAA tournament.
ouisville was the first to pull off the
beating UNC 94-79 in the
L1986double,
Sweet 16 and later downing Duke
72-69 in the national championship
game.
In 2000, Florida joined the club with

4

an 87-78 upset of the Blue Devils in the
Sweet 16 and a 71-59 defeat of North
Carolina at the Final Four in Indianapolis.
The only other team to play both Duke
and UNC in the same NCAA tournament:
none other than the 1991 Kansas

Jayhawks, coached by current Tar Heels
coach Roy Williams. Kansas downed
Carolina 79-73 in the national semifinals
in Indianapolis before falling to Duke 7265 in the national title game.

UNC guard Ty Lawson never expected a few hours at the craps table to become such a big deal.
hen the Tar Heels arrived in Detroit
on Wednesday, Lawson and
W
teammate Marc Campbell took
advantage of the free night to head to a
nearby casino. The UNC point guard,
who earlier in the week had revealed his
fondness for craps, said he rolled the

5

dice for a while Wednesday and
ultimately won $250.
An Associated Press story questioned
the ethics of Lawson’s gambling and
consequently created one of those
media tornadoes with everyone
wondering how big a deal the field trip

really was.
“One little thing has become a big
deal,” Lawson said. “People are trying
to make a story out of nothing. You can
blow it up if you want to.”
Argued UNC coach Roy Williams: “If
we don’t want those kids doing it, don’t

center Hasheem Thabeet for this weekend,
who he’d rather have.
“I’m taking Lawson,” he said. “Because
he’s the best player in the tournament so far.

6

Now Thabeet’s great. But I think UConn can
survive without Thabeet because (Stanley)
Robinson is a great shot blocker and they
have more on that team. Absolutely, Carolina
would have lost to LSU and would have lost
to Oklahoma without Ty Lawson.”
Countered “Pardon the Interruption”

sidekick Michael Wilbon: “I’m not sure
UConn would have survived either of its
games in the Sweet 16 (or Elite Eight)
without Thabeet, who in one of those
games had 15 points, 15 rebounds, four
blocks and redirected not only ballhanders
out of the lane but shots.”

Kornheiser: “It’s a guard’s tournament.”
Wilbon: “It’s a guard’s tournament. But
this guy dominates the college game. And
I’m not even saying that Lawson won’t be
the best pro. Because Thabeet might
struggle early. But in this tournament,
Thabeet has been a monster.”

North Carolina has no advantage because of its familiarity with Ford Field.
Field too, falling 72-57 to Kansas in
last season’s Sweet 16.
The Wildcats, the East Regional
champion as a No. 3 seed, are also
unlikely to be daunted by Carolina’s
top-seeded status. Since 1979,

ll week long, the Tar Heels have
asked whether a December
Atripbeen
to Detroit and a 98-63 thrashing
of Michigan State would give them an
advantage in tonight’s game. But
Villanova has played a game at Ford

Villanova has won 15 NCAA tournament
games over higher seeded teams, most
of any program in the country.
UCLA is second with 11. Purdue has
10. BC, Louisville, LSU, Michigan State
and Temple all have nine such wins.

If Final Four experience is a prerequisite for success this weekend, then Villanova’s Jay Wright might be in trouble.

is Wright’s first trip to the Final
as a participant, which may
TleavehisFourhim
more wide-eyed than his
three coaching counterparts.
UNC’s Roy Williams will be making
his seventh Final Four appearance

8

tonight and has a record of 4-5 on
college basketball’s biggest stage,
including a national championship
triumph in 2005.
Michigan State’s Tom Izzo is 2-3 in
four Final Four appearances, including a

national title in 2000. And Connecticut’s
Jim Calhoun boasts a perfect 4-0 mark
with national championships in 1999
and 2004.

Michigan State better not come weak with its shots. Connecticut won’t have it.
the eighth consecutive season, Jim Calhoun’s
lead the NCAA in blocked shots, averaging 7.8
FperorHuskies
game. Junior 7-foot-3 center Hasheem Thabeet, left,
averages 4.3 blocks on his own and is the latest in a
long line of UConn swat experts, following in the footsteps
of guys like Hilton Armstrong, Josh Boone and Emeka

9

Okafor, all of whom earned Big East Defensive Player of
the Year honors during their careers. Thabeet won that
award this season.
Said forward Jeff Adrien: “Coach recruits the right
players who get the job done. And we’ve just been
passing down the tradition.”

North Carolina is the only program in history to have won 100 NCAA tournament games.

a feat the Tar Heels
with Sunday’s 72-60
IElitet’saccomplished
Eight defeat of Oklahoma. No. 2
on that all-time list is Kentucky,
which has won 100 NCAA games but

10

put the Final Four in a city where the
casino is 500 yards from our front door.
… I mean, I’m not going to tell my guys
they’ve got to stay in the room and
watch Bill Cosby re-runs for four days.”

Lawson is the most talked about player in Detroit and not just for his gaming habits.

Tony Kornheiser was asked if he
had his choice between North Carolina
EpointSPN’s
guard Ty Lawson and Connecticut

7

state since Duke faced Arkansas in the
1994 national championship game in
Charlotte.
It is worth noting that in 2005, Illinois
played in St. Louis, just across the
Mississippi River from its home state.

the Final Four participants. In approximately
2,500-point font, the banner congratulates
Michigan State on its Final Four berth. Below
that, there is a fine-print welcome to North
Carolina, Villanova and Connecticut.
Tonight, the Spartans will be the first team
to play a Final Four game in their home

officially is credited with only 98 after
having two 1988 tournament victories
vacated due to NCAA violations.
The Tar Heels are making their
18th Final Four appearance tonight,

also an NCAA record, and are
seeking the program’s fifth NCAA
championship. The only schools with
more than five NCAA titles are UCLA
(11) and Kentucky (seven).

This is a special day for North Carolina.
For those keeping track, today is Sean May’s
25th birthday. Which also means it’s the fouryear anniversary of the Tar Heels’ last national

championship triumph, a 75-70 victory over
Illinois led by May, left, that Final Four’s Most
Outstanding Player.

Coincidentally, if the Tar Heels can win tonight,
their 33-4 record would mirror the final mark of
the 2005 title team.

6C
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MICHIGAN STATE VS. CONNECTICUT % DETROIT % TODAY, 6 P.M.

Court is calming
Huskies, Spartans take refuge from off-court drama at Final Four
By Nancy Armour
The Associated Press

DETROIT — One look at the
thousands of fans waiting in the
rain an hour before the gates at
Ford Field opened, and it’s clear
where Michigan State’s motivation comes from.
For Connecticut, the focus is
much narrower, though no less
powerful. A year removed from
that crushing loss to San Diego in
the NCAA tournament, two from
that unUConn-like 17-14 record,
their program buffeted this season by coach Jim Calhoun’s latest
health scares and other distractions, the court is the Huskies’
refuge, the one place they are
truly in control.
“This team has given me incredible joy this season,” said
Calhoun, a Hall of Famer who
was diagnosed with his third bout
of cancer last May. “They were
the tonic, quite frankly, the best
medicine I could ever possibly receive.”
You can say the Michigan
State-Connecticut matchup in the
Final Four on Saturday night is
only a game, even though the
winner advances to play for a national title. But when real-world
problems — unemployment, cancer, possible recruiting violations
— are a constant companion,
those 2½ hours they play give
fans and players alike an escape.
Connecticut (31-4) was expected to be good again this year —
when, really, are the Huskies
not? Then came the news in late
May that Calhoun had skin cancer again and would need radiation. The treatment killed the
cancer cells, but it also sapped
his strength and energy.
Yet when practice began in
the fall, there was Calhoun on the
sidelines.
“He brushes it off, and the
next day he’s at work,” Jeff
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West Regional champion Connecticut, top, and Midwest
Regional champion Michigan State have overcome
numerous distractions to reach the Final Four.
Adrien said. “We really learned
from Coach the mental side, and
that’s what makes us who we
are.”
They would need every bit of
that strength.
The Huskies raced out to a 241 start. North Carolina, Pittsburgh, Louisville — none of them
looked as good as Connecticut —
and it sure looked as if the
Huskies were on their way to a
third national title.
But in UConn’s Feb. 11 game
against Syracuse, Jerome Dyson
collided with another player and
suffered a season-ending knee injury. Two weeks later, Calhoun
went on a tirade after a freelance
journalist peppered him with
questions about his $1.6 million
salary, an exchange that became
an instant YouTube hit. The Connecticut governor later called it
an “embarrassing display.”
Calhoun missed the Huskies’

first-round rout of Chattanooga
after being hospitalized for dehydration.
Six days later, news broke of
possible recruiting violations involving former UConn player
Nate Miles. The NCAA is reviewing the allegations, and Calhoun
and Connecticut are barred from
commenting on the situation.
Yet through all of this, the
Huskies have barely flinched.
Sure, they lost in the Big East
tournament quarterfinals, but it
took Syracuse six overtimes to
knock them off. They’ve won
their first four games in the
NCAA tournament handily, including a 26-point shellacking of
Texas A&M.
So to be at the Final Four,
playing Michigan State (30-6) in
what essentially will be a home
game for the Spartans? Go ahead
and bring it on. The Huskies have
been through worse.

The Final Four has become a lot like the Super Bowl,
particularly when it comes to the wacky bets that can be made
on the action. It should be noted that the casinos in Windsor,
Ontario — just across the Detroit River — have been asked by
the NCAA to refrain from taking bets on the Final Four. But the
oddsmakers in Las Vegas are still overflowing with prop bets.
Here’s a sampling of a dozen bets they’re offering on tonight’s
Villanova-North Carolina game.

North Carolina -7 over Villanova
The pick: UNC. The Wildcats have the athleticism and
firepower to keep things close. But the Heels have the
focus to pull away down the stretch.
North Carolina-Villanova over-under 159
The pick: Under. While both teams like to run, 159
points may be a lot to ask. The nerves of the Final Four
often translate into at least a few prolonged scoring
droughts.
Largest lead of the game 15.5
The pick: Over. The Tar Heels have led by at least 15
points in each of their four NCAA tournament victories
and are good for at least two explosive surges per game,
which should be enough to push the lead to 18 at
some point.
Total 3-pointers made by both teams 13.5
The pick: Over. If UNC is to reach Monday night, it’s
going to take a superb outside shooting night from Ty
Lawson, Danny Green and Wayne Ellington. The Heels
veterans have it in them.
Dwayne Anderson: will he miss a free throw?
The pick: No. Anderson is an 83.9 free throw shooter for
the season but averages less than two free throws per
game. In seven of ’Nova’s last eight games, he hasn’t
missed a free throw.

Lawson
From Page 1C
a big play, starts flexing and
pounding his chest and you’re like
‘Where’d that come from?’ We
definitely feed off that.”
This much is obvious: if North
Carolina is to down Villanova and
complete its national championship mission this weekend, the
Heels are going to need their
point guard to be exactly who he
is — a chilled and laid back
scamp away from the floor and
a brilliant playmaker on it.
Since Jan. 15, UNC is 16-1
with Lawson in the lineup with
those wins coming by an average
score of 87-73. In three NCAA
tournament games, the speedy
point guard has totaled 61 points
and 20 assists while committing
just two turnovers.
It’s been one of the more im-

Dante Cunningham points 15.5
The pick: Villanova’s leading scorer (16.2 ppg) has
topped 15 points in only 17 of the Wildcats’ 37 games.
You do the math.
Scottie Reynolds points + assists 18
The pick: Over. Reynolds averages 15.2 points and 3.3
assists. But he’s a big-game player. And this a big-game
stage.
Ty Lawson points 18
The pick: Under. Lawson will have more trouble getting to
the hoop against Villanova’s defense and is probably
looking at a 14-point, seven-assist kind of night.
Tyler Hansbrough points + rebounds 28.5
The pick: Over. Remember how Hansbrough was held to
just four shots and eight points against Oklahoma? So
does he.
Wayne Ellington points + rebounds 21.5
The pick: Under. Ellington’s points + rebounds average for
the season is 20.4. Points won’t be a problem this
evening. But Ellington won’t have more than four
rebounds.
Danny Green points + assists 15.5
The pick: Over. Green is that X-factor guy for Carolina,
the “stat-sheet stuffer” in Roy Williams’ words. And the
stat sheet will be stuffed again tonight.

pressive and important stretches
by a UNC point guard in recent
memory and it’s come under the
most glaring of spotlights with
Lawson involved in a few of the
more bizarre soap operas.
First, there was that whole
jammed toe thing, which Lawson
will tell you may have been a positive.
“I think I’m playing a little bit
slower,” he said. “It’s given me
more time to make the right decisions.”
Now this week, after Lawson
said he won $250 at a Detroit
craps table on Wednesday night,
there was a tidal wave of manufactured hullabaloo.
“We’re down here three days
before the game with nothing to
do. What’s the big deal?” Lawson
said. “It’s not like I was playing
right before the game and I’m
some fiend for it.”
One thing’s for sure: for the
Tar Heels, for the NCAA tournament, life with Lawson may be

stunningly unpredictable. But life
without him sure isn’t as interesting.

Big kid
As for all the recent talk that
we’re seeing an older, wiser far
more mature Ty Lawson these
days? If Danny Green’s eyes
rolled any harder, you’d ask him
to see an exorcist.
“Ty? Mature?” Green says.
“Maybe on the court. But trust
me, he’s more of a kid than anyone.”
This is after all a 21-year-old
who walks around wearing nonprescription designer spectacles
as his “personality glasses,” a
college junior still more eager
than anyone on the team to pull
a junior high prank.
“That’s just what he does,”
Tyler Hansbrough said. “Little
things like pouring water on your
seat before you sit down.”
Hansbrough has always been
the tenacious and competitive

“We go into every game with
the us-against-the-world mentality,” Price said, defiance in his
voice. “With everything going on
now, us basically having a road
game out here, will make that
more apparent.”
A friendly environment is the
least the basketball gods could do
for Michigan State.
Few states have been hit
worse by the economic crisis
than Michigan, the heart of the
U.S. auto industry, and it’s personal for the Spartans. Each of
them knows someone — some
more than one — who has been
laid off or is struggling just to
make ends meet. Both of Durrell
Summers’ parents were laid off
from their jobs and now work at
a local post office.
Having the Final Four here
would have been a diversion for
the hardluck state, regardless of
who was playing. To have one of
their beloved teams here, well, it
really doesn’t get any better. The
Spartans are greeted by wellwishing fans every time they
walk through the door of their hotel, downtown buildings are
decked out in green and a line of
people snaked around Ford Field
in the rain when the Spartans
pulled up two hours before their
practice began Friday.
The Spartans are the first
team to make the Final Four in
their home state since Duke in
1994.
For those not up on their basketball history, the Blue Devils
made it to the final before losing
to Arkansas.
“I don’t think it’s any extra
pressure. We put enough pressure
on ourselves because even though
we’re here and it’s a good thing
and all that, we’re not satisfied,”
said Marquise Gray, a native of
Flint, another hard-hit area. “It
makes no sense stopping here.
We want to go all the way.”

GRIFFIN AP
PLAYER OF YEAR
DETROIT — Oklahoma
sophomore forward Blake
Griffin is the runaway choice
as The Associated Press’
college basketball player of
the year.
The 6-foot-10 Griffin
averaged 22.7 points and led
the nation with 14.4
rebounds per game while
shooting a Big 12 record
65.4 percent from the field.
Griffin, the first Oklahoma
player to win the award, led
the Sooners to a 30-6 record
and the regional finals of the
NCAA tournament.
Tyler Hansbrough of North
Carolina, who won the award
last year, received two votes
as did DeJuan Blair of
Pittsburgh.
Bill Self, who led Kansas to
the national championship
last year and had the
Jayhawks back in the title
hunt this season, is The AP
coach of the year.
The Associated Press

poster child for these Tar Heels.
But, for whatever reason, his singular focus has never quite had
the same energizing quality that
Lawson’s outbursts bring.
“Early in my career I was a
lot more nonchalant,” Lawson
said. “But I’ve learned that showing emotion and getting all of my
teammates fired up, it becomes
contagious.”
Now, with the demons of last
year’s loss to Kansas still on his
mind, Lawson gets a second
chance to conquer the Final
Four.
“Last year, that was probably
one of the worst games I’ve
played in college,” he said. “I
think I was a little timid on the
big stage.”
He’s planning for a far more
memorable showing tonight.
Staff writer Dan Wiederer can be reached
at wiedererd@fayobserver.com or 4863536.

Wiederer: Controversial call
seems forgotten in Chapel Hill
From Page 1C
“People were looking at me
like, ‘What just happened to
you?’ ” Fusco said. “I was
visibly crying and I was trying
to explain the call. But I was
rambling. No one knew what
the hell I was talking about. I
sounded crazy. But seriously. I
was truly heartbroken.”
No, this isn’t the magnitude
of a Red Sox fan watching the
ground ball roll toward
Buckner or a Cubs fan
watching the pop foul curve
toward Bartman. But it’s in
the ballpark.
“Trust me,” said 2002
Villanova graduate Jamie
O’Neil. “We remember that
play.”

Safe travels
If at this point you’re
curious about that whistle,
dying to remember what
exactly happened the last time
UNC and Villanova squared
off, the history books can tell
you it was March 25, 2005.
Sweet 16. Syracuse, N.Y.
Carolina won 67-66 and
moved on to the Elite Eight.
It’s a game Tar Heels
coach Roy Williams
remembers.
Sort of.
“It was a big-time game
and we needed to make some
great plays down the stretch,”
Williams said earlier this
week.
But not much beyond that.
No mention of the final 12
seconds. No mention of that
whistle.
Why would there be? For
Carolina folks, there are much
more important memories
from that March.
For the Tar Heels, that was
simply the third of six NCAA
tournament victories in 2005
as Williams marched toward
his first national championship
as a head coach.
Wayne Ellington, now a Tar
Heels junior, was only a
recruit back then with
Carolina and Villanova as his
top two choices.
Ask Ellington what he
remembers about that game
and he grins.
“I watched that,” he said.
“Big win for Carolina.”
That’s all? Don’t remember
that controversial finish?
“Oh yeah,” Ellington says.
“The Allan Ray travel.”
Oh yeah.
Now we’re getting
somewhere. Now we have a
way to give tonight’s Tar
Heels-Wildcats Final Four
showdown some context.
The Allan Ray travel.
The glory for one set of
fans. The feeling of heartbreak
and injustice for the other.
The Cliff’s Notes version:
no one in Chapel Hill has ever
really talked about that
whistle. In fact, UNC’s official
2005 national championship
DVD doesn’t even show the
play when recapping the Sweet
16 win.
“I’m not going to say I’m
outraged by that,” O’Neil said.
“But that’s convenient.”
At Villanova, everyone talks
about that whistle. Which is
why tonight’s game has so
much added oomph.
The Final Four provides the
biggest adrenaline rush college
hoops has to offer
“But for us,” O’Neil said,
“seeing Carolina again only
adds to the scene.”

Three points
Here’s the video again in
slo-mo. Ray on the drive,
curling toward the hoop.
Take a look now at Scott,
his look of bewilderment, his
mouth agape and his right arm
quickly pointing to the floor.
Now refer back to the UNC
guard’s postgame comments
from that night, how he
thought McCants was certain
to be called for a foul.
“I was just hoping they
called it on the floor because
the shot went in,” Scott said.
“Once they called a travel I
felt like a kid in the candy
store.”
Fusco had the same initial
reaction.
“When the whistle blew,
every single Villanova fan on
earth knew it was a foul,”
Fusco said. “He was going to
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Villanova’s Allan Ray
the line. We felt awesome.”
But once they called the
travel, Fusco felt like a kid
locked in the crawl space of
that candy store with no way
out.
“I’ll never forget the look
of horror on Allan Ray’s face,”
he said. “That still irritates me
to this day.”
Added O’Neil: “You could
interview every ’Nova alumnus
and they’ll all tell you their
first instinct was two points
and the foul. I remember
jumping up and down. And
then you see the ref signaling
a travel. My stomach hit the
floor. It was brutal.”

Super sequel
Look, right or wrong,
there’s no way to change the
call now. And there’s no way
to predict the million
possibilities for what might
have happened next if a
different call had been made.
Who’s to say, had a foul
been signaled, whether Ray
would have made the gametying free throw?
And even if that had
happened, who’s to say that
the Tar Heels wouldn’t have
answered, made a buzzerbeater of their own or won in
overtime?
Then all this controversy
wouldn’t exist. But it sure is
interesting to play the “What
if?” game for a few minutes.
What if the travel hadn’t
been called? What if Villanova
had pulled the upset? What
kind of pressure would
Williams have then faced
without that national
championship stamp of
validation?
How would the Tar Heels’
future have unfolded if that
title never came? Would Sean
may have been back to play
with Tyler Hansbrough for a
year?
One whistle.
“Could have gone either
way really,” said current Tar
Heels senior Bobby Frasor. “It
could have changed the
outcome of the game. But
when you think about it, it
also may have changed the
history of Carolina basketball.
You need breaks sometimes to
win a national championship.”
Tonight, Villanova fans are
hoping for their big break.
Fusco, O’Neil and hordes of
other Wildcats fans are here in
Detroit riding the wave of
excitement.
And thanks to YouTube,
they’ve had a chance to pick
at old scabs.
“I wanted to see how bad it
really was,” Fusco said. “I
knew how I remembered the
play in my head. But I wasn’t
sure if it was because I was
just this bleeding-heart
Villanova fan and even though
it really was a travel, I just
wanted to see it my way. Or
was it really a bad call?
Looking at it again, it was a
terrible call.”
This isn’t to the level of
Kansas fans at last year’s
Final Four wanting to exact
revenge on Williams for
walking away from them. But
it has added a new measure of
intrigue to the situation.
“It’s always interesting to
play that ‘What if’ game?”
O’Neil said. “But now it’s more
interesting to play another real
game. Of course, we’ve wanted
this rematch. And it’d be a
wonderful thing for this
program to take UNC down.”
Staff writer Dan Wiederer can be reached
at wiedererd@fayobserver.com or 4863536.

